
SWAPPING A 4 SPEED INTO AN AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION B BODY CAR:

If you are swapping out from a PG then the driveshaft you have will work. I'm not sure the 
transmission mount from the PG will also work. Also, if PG, the crossmember you have will 
work. So, from rear to front:

● Transmission
● shifter + linkage
● reverse light bracket, switch, activating rod, water shield and wiring harness
● Transmission to bell housing bolts
● Clutch disk, pressure plate, throwout bearing
● Bellhousing + bell housing to block bolts
● Bellhousing dust shield + 4 attaching bolts (hex head 1/4" x 20, 5/16" long)
● Throwout bearing fork (straight type) and dust boot
● Input shaft pilot bushing or roller bearing (into rear of crankshaft)
● Z-bar to fork rod + retaining spring
● Z-bar
● Clutch pedal to Z-bar rod, return spring, swivel joint, and spring clip
● Frame mounted Z-bar bracket (must be welded on)
● Z-bar ball stud (purchase from GM - repop Chinese ones break off)

You'll need a flywheel too. If the car has a small block you need a 153 tooth flywheel and a 
10-1/2" clutch set up. Your existing starter will work but you may want to count the ring 
gear teeth on your flex plate to be certain.

Most of this stuff is available in reproduction.  (Dan - ss3964spd)

You do need the transmission hump also. It is reproduced but guys are really complaining 
about the quality, so plan on extra work. I presume this car does not have a console ----- 
which is good for you as good ones are expensive and boots are not available. And yes, a 
new steering column collar. (Foamer)

If you get a 5-speed you won't need the hump. The stick will come through the top center 
of the tunnel. That would be with a T-5 or TKO, not with a Richmond. (Ray - raycow)

Be sure to get the proper '65-'70 clutch fork. they are straight, no bend. The curved 
Chevelle, Nova, and Camaro fork will not work. (Dave - 69_belair)

Hello guys, I just put an M22 32 spline output shaft Muncie in my 65 Biscayne. The larger 
output shaft forces the shifter mounting plate hole pattern to be widened at the bottom or 



else the bolt holes would protrude into the housing and contact the shaft. All M22's were 
this way if they had the big output shaft, the Super T10 is the same way as well. I had to 
modify the Hurst 4205 mounting plate by making a pattern and having it CNC plasma cut 
then butt welding it to the bottom of the plate. Looks like it came from the factory that way 
and works perfect. If I were'nt so computer illiterate I would post some pic's. Gonna have 
to take some lessons. Alan (rancher58)

The reason for that is because it's a later M22 (70 up). I think, but am not sure, it would be 
a 429 case which was on just M22's in 70 & 71 and after that all Muncies had it,20,21,22. 
All '66 M22 transmissions had a 010 front case and a 584 tail case (21&22's could have 
different #'s on the tail case). The difference in the 010 case is it had a drain plug for the 
M22's. (66biskwik)

Unless the crank came from an original manual car, you will need a special pilot bushing: 
Motormite P/N 14651. Costs about $5 and says it's for adapting cars that originally had a 
PG transmission to a manual.

This bit of info would have come in handy when I did my conversion. It will also work if 
your car originally came with a Turbo 350/400. (HAL_396) 

THIS IS A WORK IN PROGRESS – SEND ANY CHANGES OR ADDITIONS TO 
TOM (427SS65) FOR INCLUSION INTO THIS DOCUMENT


